TEACHERS' FEEDBACK
Based on 153 Response

Year

2022

1. Teachers' are satisfied with their students' response in
the class

2. Students are responsive and motivated by the
teachers in most cases

3. Class were held in regular basis but students were
found irregular

4. PA System in the large classes (having > 100 students
capacity) should be installed immediately

5. Regular class attendance of the students is essential

6. Questions from students should not be encouraged
during the class rather there should be an open
discussion after the class

7. Due to lack of communication skill in terms of
articulation & comprehensibility students can't ask

8. The courses/syllebi taught by me have a good
balance between theory and application

proper questions

9. Contents of curriculum are as per the requirement of
social justice and professional needs

10. The objectives of the syllebi are well defined

11. Infrastructural facilities are sufficiently available in
the college on demand

12.The college provides adequate opportunities and
support to faculty members for upgrading their skill and
qualifications

13. The environment in the college is conductive to
teaching and research

14. There is no sufficient time and scope (in case of
teacher for critical thinking innovative teaching and
research beyond the class load)

15. There is discouraging from the management

16. The books/journals etc. prescribed/listed as

towards the initiation of proceeding any kind of research
publication/ conducting research project/ conducting

referance materials are relevant, updated and cover the
entire syllabi

seminers( National and International)

17.Teachers' should have the freedom to adopt new

18. The prescribed books are available in the library in

techniques/ strategies for assessing of students

sufficient numbers

19. Discussion on the subjects within the running class

20. ICT in the class room will help to the teaching-

is the essential for the students

learning efficiency

21. Teachers need the help of PPT/ICT in the class room

22. There are scant availability of the referance book/

to enhance the teaching efficiency

text book in the library that i need for furthur study to
satisfy the queries of the students

23. Teacher should meet up of the student's demand for
the ready class notes immediately after the class

24. Teacher are available to the students even after the
classes for their specific needs for understanding the
critical subject matter

25. Students are not interested in the class lectures

26. Teachers need to study other subjects beyond the

instead of they only need/ demands class notes

subject he/ she was appointed for

27. Ability to integrate content with other courses is an
essential quality of the teachers

Suggestions
1. Teacher's are good------Papiya Mandi
2. Teacher's are good teaching in our department ------Papiya Mandi
3. Very good behaviour ????------Eshita Jana

yg
4. No------Lintu mandal
5. No------Lintu Mondal
6. No------Liltu Mandal
7. No------Liltu Mandal
8. No problem ------Liltu mandal
9. No------Lintu mandal
10. No------Lintu mandal
11. No------Liltu Mondal
12. No------Lintu Mondal
13. No------Liltu Mandal
14. Good ------Susmita Maiti
15. Nothing to day .all is good------Anannya Pal
16. Nice------Krishna prasad Bar
17. Lab infrastructure should be upgraded more. ------Dr. Monalisha Banerjee
18. No------Dibyendu Pramanik
19. College should take steps to admit more students in my department.------Dr. Anindya Sundar Maiti
20. Remedial and Tutorial classes are essential for the slow learner students ------PRALAY PORIA
21. Peace full mind can uplift the quality of output.------Jhumu Manna
22. Science rescarch centre have to open for both students and teacher.. ------Biswajit Paria
23. Need more reference books in library. Research centre for science is required for more research activities. More laboratory
equipments are necessary for PG programmes. ------Dr. Harekrishna Bar
24. Need to arrange computer lab for Student. Otherwise everything is excellent for Student's learning. ------Prasenjit Jana
25. Student-Teacher meetings should be held in order to enhance good friendly relationship. ------Mamata Ansary
26. ??????? ??????? ???? ??? ??????? ??????? ????????? ?? ??? ??????? ?????? ?? ???? ???? ????????? ??????? ?????????? ????????? ????
????? ???? ????? ??????? ?????? ???? ????? ????, ??????? ?????? ???? ???? ???? ????? ????????? ??????? ??? ????????? ?------ DR. CHANCHAL
KR. MONDAL

27. Central library should be upgraded according to the current CBCS curriculum of the Vidyasagar University ------RAJDEEP DEB
28. Enhanced the Laboratory facility ------Mr.Taj Kumar Dutta
29. Emphasis over the application (project, research, publication,e.t.c) based studying and preparing skillful, efficient student-----Madan santra

30. No------Dr. Sudhansu Samanta
31. No------Biswajit Maity
32. Student attendance should be made compulsory------Susmita De
33. Infrastructure Development ------Prasanta Kumar Das
34. In my opinion, College should further encourage a constructive, collaborative, flexible yet disciplined approach with pre-planned
activities to make the college as Ideal and productive Workplace. The academic and activity calendar with the help of IQ------Dr. Suman
Mandal

35. SUFFICIENT CLASS ROOMS ARE NECESSARY------Dr. Ranjit Paria
36. Nil------Dr Prasun kumar Pal
37. No------NIMAI SANTRA

38. Some instruments are required for research purpose in our department and also college.------Dr.Prasenjit Maity
39. Teachers should be given freedom to concentrate only on teaching learning process.------Gour Hari Mondal
40. It will be better if the college takes special steps to admit more students in my Department.------Dr. Anindya Sundar Maiti
41. Library should be enriched with more critical books on prescribed texts.. ------Soumen Sahoo
42. The Institution has the possibility to become one of the best Institutions. ------Santanu Bera
43. Essential Students Attendance ------RAJESH KUMAR DUTTA
44. More departmental books should be purchased ------Prof. Arunodaya Bose
45. Science laboratory should be upgraded.------Dr. Shibdas Maity
46. Enhance subjective book in central library, Enhance more experimental instruments related to Syllabus.------Anjan Samanta
47. Improve in teaching methods , introduce inovative infrastructure and technology ------Mrinal Kanti Hudait
48. Books in library and experimental instruments are needed.------Dr. Tapas Misra
49. Some physics subject books in library. ------Ranajit Nandi
50. Regular attendence of students in the class is essential------Keya Chaudhury
51. Innovative teaching -learning method is required ------Pranabendu Pradhan
52. I mean to say, that santali language is able to adjust with all others languages for progress of modern civilization. ------KALI CHARAN
MANDI

53. College should aware about the regular attendance of students. ------Tathagata Das
54. College should take special steps about the admission of more students in my Department.------Dr.Anindya Sundar Maiti
55. Very good ------BISWAJIT DHARA
56. Need for sufficient teacher(full time,guest) ------Amalendu Santra
57. Students must be regular ------Tanusri Dey
58. ?????? ??? ?? ????????? ??????? ?????? ??????? ???? ???? ???????? ?????????????? ????????? ?????? ???? ??? ????????????? ????
???????? ????? ??? ??????? ???? ???????? ? ??????? ???? ???? ????????????? ???? ???????? ???? ??? ??? ?????? ?? ?????? ???? ------LILTU
MONDAL

59. E-tools should be enhanced. ------Dr. Selim Chisti
60. No thanks ------Supriya sui
61. 75% Student Attendance is needed------DR. SUMANTA CHOWDHURY
62. As atechers to good and teeching------Surajit gaura
63. Need more relief from office work for study and research.------DR. NIRMAL BERA
64. ICT in dept should be introduced and lab should be modernized------ANINDYA PATTANAYAK
65. Appointment of teacher is needed for the purpose.------Subrata Kumar Maiti
66. Sould increased budget to purchased more books------Dr. Ananya Ghosh

